Hidden Hints™
A Reading Comprehension Context Clues Game

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for children under 3 years.
Ages 7+
For 2–4 players

Contents
Detective briefcase, 50 Question cards, 40 Hint cards, 16 Game pieces

Objective
Answer context clue questions and be the first detective to solve the mystery on the card.

Setup
- Take the briefcase and put it in the center of the play area.
- Place the stack of question cards next to the briefcase.
- Without looking, each player chooses a type of game piece (magnifying glass, flashlight, footprint, fingerprint) and places all four pieces in the center.
- Without looking, each player chooses a “Hidden Hint” card from the stack of hint cards in the box.
- Place the cards in a compartment of the briefcase. Then, put one of your game pieces on top of your hint card. Close the briefcase.

How to Play the Game
- The youngest player goes first.
- Take a question card and read it aloud. Say the answer and check it with the answer key found on the back of this guide. If the card doesn’t contain a question, follow the direction on the card.
- If you answered correctly, take one of your game pieces and place it in front of you. Return the card to the bottom of the pile. It is now the next player’s turn.
- If you answered incorrectly, your turn is over.
- Play continues until a player collects all three game pieces.
- When a player has collected three game pieces, he may trade them in for a hint. (The three game pieces will be collected again to receive another hint.)
- Place the three game pieces back in the center.
- Ask the player to your right to open the briefcase and read aloud the first hint from your card.
• Once a hint is given, a player can make one guess. If the guess is correct, the game is over and that detective wins. If the guess is incorrect, return the hint card to the briefcase, and play continues.

• When a player collects three game pieces again, he may trade these pieces in for a second hint.

• Play continues like so until a detective solves the mystery on the hint card.

**How to Win**
The detective who solves the mystery first, wins.

**Alternate Play**
• For a shorter game, skip the second hint and only read the first and third hint.
Answer Sheet

1. b  22. a  43. a  64. a
2. c  23. a  44. c  65. b
3. a  24. c  45. a  66. a
4. b  25. c  46. a  67. c
5. c  26. b  47. a  68. c
6. a  27. a  48. a  69. b
7. a  28. b  49. b  70. a
8. a  29. b  50. a  71. a
9. a  30. a  51. b  72. a
10. a  31. b  52. a  73. b
11. b  32. a  53. a  74. b
12. c  33. b  54. a  75. a
13. a  34. c  55. a  76. a
14. a  35. a  56. b  77. c
15. a  36. a  57. a  78. b
16. a  37. b  58. c  79. a
17. b  38. c  59. a  80. a
18. b  39. b  60. c  81. a
19. a  40. a  61. b  82. a
20. c  41. b  62. a  83. b
21. a  42. a  63. a  84. a
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RISQUE D’ÉTOUFFEMENT. Petites pièces.
Interdit aux enfants en dessous de 3 ans.
ERSTICKUNGSGEFAHR. Kleine Teile. Nicht geeignet
für Kinder unter 3 Jahren.
PELIGRO. No conveniente para niños menores de 3 años por
ser susceptible de producir piezas pequeñas que pueden ser ingredidas.

Fabriqué en Chine. Informations à conserver.
Made in China. Bitte bewahren Sie unsere
Adresse für spätere
Nachfragen auf.
Hecho en China. Conservar estos datos.